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Establishing a flash dialog

1. Patrolling male flashes its species-specific 
pattern 

2. Female must see the male’s flashes 

3. Female must ‘recognize’ the flash pattern 

4. Females may respond
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Establishing a flash dialog
1. Patrolling male flashes its species-specific pattern 

2. Female must see the male’s flashes 

3. Female must ‘recognize’ the flash pattern 

4. Females may respond selectively - i.e., exercise 
female choice 

5. If the female responds, the male must see the 
female’s flash
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10 second exposure





Why does the female contort 
her body when she flashes?



from: Lloyd (1966)

Lloyd (1966) reported 
that Photinus curtatus 
females 
• flashes were 

associated with 
flexion towards 
stimulus 

• did flexions without 
flashing in response 
to stimuli



How prevalent are the 
flash-associated body 

movements?



1211 total stimuli. N = 14 individuals



Characteristics of the 
flash-associated 

movements



real-time



slow motion (1/5 speed)



N=5 animals

Pitch * * *
Roll * *
Yaw *

Roll Yaw Down



The body movements alter 
the lantern’s direction. 



Is the lantern direction 
related to the stimulus 

position?



Lantern direction is lateralized towards the stimulus 
location

N = 14

Towards * *
Away NS

Away Down



Why would female lateralize 
her response?



Orienting her lantern makes the flash 
more visible to signaling male

Stim from camera sideStim from (her) right side



Since orienting her lantern may help 
establish a flash dialog with a 
signaling male this may also 

represent a readout of female 
choice



What happens if a female P. carolinus is 
presented with a symmetric, synchronous 

stimulus?



Experiment 
Present synchronized male-like flashes 

from both sides

?



Synchronous stimuli from left and right 
(identical pattern, pulse durations and intensities)

n=8

Le8 * NS *
Down * NS
Right *

Down Right No	  Resp



Conclusions
• Photinus carolinus females tend to lateralize their  

response flashes. This directs their response 
towards the source of the conspecific signal. 

• Flash-associated abdominal movements may be 
ubiquitous among fireflies. 

• Movements may be useful assay for female 
selectivity (i.e., female choice)
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